The theme of the current issue of Crusader Chronicle is not coming together for me. I am a bit bewildered by writing about a word that is too common, too non-descript, and just too plain and simple. Yet together is frequently observed at Whitinsville Christian School. Students frequently work together on projects, they study together, eat lunch together, and they play together on the playground. Faculty attend conferences together, families carpool together, the staff prays together, athletic teams work together in competition, and the trustees meet together to resolve issues and stay true to the mission of WCS. All of these efforts together provide a vision for WCS.

Very early in the history of mankind God proclaimed, “It is not good for the man to be alone. I will make a helper suitable for him.” (Genesis 2:18 NIV) Scripture further develops the strength of togetherness with the image of a triple braided cord. “Though one may be overpowered, two can defend themselves. A cord of three strands is not quickly broken.” (Ecclesiastes 4:12 NIV) Teaming together with two or three people provides a better return for their labor. More ideas, greater satisfaction, and enhanced community develop out of togetherness. Those stranded on the island of individualism and isolation should consider becoming stranded into a triple braided cord. It is all about togetherness.

Supreme Court Justice Oliver Wendell Holmes, Jr. once said, “I would not give a fig for the simplicity this side of complexity, but I would give my life for the simplicity on the other side of complexity.” The simplicity of togetherness on the other side of complexity is a gift in this issue of the Crusader Chronicle. Togetherness contextualized in the setting of a school can be messy, frustrating, difficult, challenging, deep thinking, and hard work, but it can also result in creative ideas, celebration with passion, joy-filled accomplishments, and visionary solutions to knotty places. In the cadence of our common experiences with each other, let togetherness flourish on the other side of complexity – it is well worth the effort. Read and see what togetherness is like at WCS on the other side of complexity, working together as a volleyball team, integrating curriculum for deeper learning, and coming together in the unity of the Spirit. I, too, “would not give a fig” for some sort of simply-stated aspiration for togetherness without the complexity of actually experiencing it and developing it through false starts as well as trial and error. Engage the complexity of togetherness through self-doubt (wonder of wonders, maybe you are not always right), risk-taking, self-examination, and conscious empathy for others to arrive at what it really means to live life – together.

Lance B. Engbers
Headmaster

“Though one may be overpowered… A cord of three is not quickly broken.”
The Crusader Chronicle
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Dear Friends of Whitinsville Christian School,

I want to take this opportunity to tell you how very blessed I feel to begin working with such an outstanding organization and Christian community. To all of you I have already met, I offer a heartfelt “thank you” for making me feel so welcome! WCS is truly a place of unity – in purpose, in devotion, and in faith. Over the past 15 years, I have been blessed to be involved in Christian education – first as a football coach, then as a Director of Admissions, and most recently as a Director of Development. These experiences have given me a sense of the profound impact a Christian education can provide. Having now spent some time at Whitinsville Christian School, I realize just how transformative a Christian education can be, as demonstrated by the students, faculty, and staff.

According to Henri J. Nouwen in his book *A Spirituality of Fund Raising*, “from the perspective of the gospel, fundraising is first and foremost a form of ministry. It is a way of announcing our vision and inviting other people into our mission.” It is with great joy that I have the opportunity to share the story of Whitinsville Christian School and the wonderful things this school has been able to accomplish. I am inspired to take on the challenge of broadening the school’s advancement.

The vision that I have for the development of my message about Whitinsville Christian is rooted in the concept of faith in the future, which I see demonstrated in three ways. First, faith in the future means that as Christians and members of the WCS community, we are joyful and optimistic. We believe in the promise of Christ’s return and His presence throughout our life’s journey. We look for the best in people, and we overcome the obstacles in our own lives, knowing that we have divine guidance. Second, faith in our Lord Jesus Christ is central to everything that is done here at WCS and is, and will always be, at the school’s core. And finally, faith in the future speaks to our commitment to innovative teaching and learning, technology, and the unending joy of discovery of God’s glorious creation. Francis Collins, the National Director of the Institutes of Health, states in his book *The Language of God*, “I believe God did intend, in giving us intelligence, to give us the opportunity to investigate and appreciate the wonders of His creation. He is not threatened by our scientific adventures.” The implementation of the cutting-edge STEM Curriculum Integration and Distribution (CID) Program is a great example of the school’s commitment to the future, as described in an interview with David Romano of Tri-Tech Pathways Inc. on pages 10 and 11.

As I look at today’s world and the many challenges that our young people face, I can’t help but feel that the need is greater than ever for God’s influence and guidance. Beyond the family structure, it is the educators who can provide the clearest pathways to a child’s future joy and well-being through Christ. Students graduating from WCS are committed, through their instruction and their devotion to Jesus Christ, to make the world a better and more loving place. They will be peacemaking leaders in all the they do, and provide a prominent example of what it means to know and accept God. I look forward to being part of this mission.
In September we celebrated Homecoming and 90 years of Christian education at WCS. As with many of our events, an amazing group of volunteers came together to make Homecoming a wonderful celebration for our community. The weekend kicked off with a pep rally on Friday, all of the soccer teams in action, and a volleyball match. On Saturday, 90 runners (including many of our middle school cross country runners) set out from the WCS track for a 5K race. Carnival games, a luncheon celebrating our Willow Street alumni, and alumni games rounded out the fun.

A new element that was added this year to celebrate the 90-year anniversary was Giving Day. We set a goal to raise $90K for the WCS Fund to celebrate our 90 years. This event brought together faculty and staff, students, current families, friends, and of course, alumni. Students participated in class challenges, donating their allowances and spare change during the week of Homecoming. On September 21 at 9:00 a.m., Giving Day was launched. The event closed at 9:00 p.m. on the 22nd, and we are so blessed to report that we raised more than $96,000 to support the WCS Fund. This annual fund supports many areas of the school but for Giving Day, all donations were designated for tuition assistance, so we can welcome even more families to WCS.
Jodi Koeman, Director of Spiritual Formation

Last May, I met with a group of students to explore the question, "What is the main thing you want WCS to be about next year?"

Their answers included:

“We need each other, especially with the pressures of life.”

“We want community.”

“Students are divided by issues, opinions, social power, popularity, interests, etc., and we need to learn how to get along and respect one another.”

“We need to learn how to have conversations, most importantly, difficult ones when we disagree.”

“We need to learn about unity.”

These conversations evolved into a student-led decision to choose UNITE as the 2018-19 school theme. The students chose the theme and the Bible verse (Ephesians 4:3), and an alumna (Arianna Koeman ’17) created the theme logo. Student-led from start to finish!

I think this hope for unity is not just felt by students, it is felt by all of us. The call to unite is universal. We’re asked to unite around an idea, message, party, nation, or cause. With all this talk of unity, the word “unite” has the danger of losing its meaning. The “unite” we’re talking about at WCS is so much more than rallying around an idea or something we care about. The “unite” WCS is talking about is about Who we serve - One Lord, who we are - One People, and why we’re here - One Mission.

Six months ago we received a call from my husband Kent’s mom saying, “You have to get on a plane as soon as possible, I think Dad is dying.” It’s usually in the difficulty and hardships of life that we learn our biggest lessons and over those next two weeks I learned three new things about Unity.

**FIRST**, in order to unite, we need to know what the ONE main thing is in our lives. When all of the other “things” fade away, a relationship with Jesus matters in your death and in your living.

**SECOND**, the way of weakness brings out our strengths. What we learn from a young age and what we see in our world is that the strong move ahead. And there is truth to this. But there is something more powerful than strength. If the goal of your life is not to glorify yourself, but to glorify the ONE who gave you life, you need to walk a way, not of strength, but of weakness. Through shallow breaths, Dad whispered encouragement to us. And because of his weakness, his dependency on others brought out their strengths. Weakness allows others to be strong and builds unity through our uniqueness.

**THIRD**, we need to be present. God is with us. Jesus moved into the neighborhood and the Spirit is inside of us. We need to be that presence to others. Kent’s dad, a pastor, was a man of presence. On his “day off,” he still ministered. He became the neighborhood outdoor preschool, teaching four year-olds how to weed, garden, stack wood, and bee keep. He was regularly someone people went to seeking guidance. So when he could no longer talk, we practiced the power of presence. At his bedside we sang, prayed, told stories, and touched him, letting him know we were near and Jesus was even nearer.

Our final full message from him was, “Don’t worry. I’m going to a place where I will love like I’ve never loved and be loved and welcomed like never before.” In our faith tradition this type of feeling, being loved and welcomed, will ultimately and perfectly happen in heaven. But we don’t need to wait until then to feel and show it. “On earth as it is in heaven.” Through our theme - UNITE - let’s ask ourselves, “How can we be present in our students’, parents’, and each other’s lives? How can we show love and welcome like people have never experienced before?”

**UNITE THE WCS WAY**

**Who we serve - ONE LORD**

**Who we are - ONE PEOPLE**

**Why we’re here - ONE MISSION**
Mrs. Dykstra! We just flew a kite outside for math class! We got it up to 73 feet! It was so great!” The student was exuberant as she shared her excitement with me. Her cheeks were pink from the cold, but her heart was bursting from the applied math lesson. Here in the middle school, we are surrounded by teachers who make learning come alive.

I had a visit from Officer DeJordy, our School Resource Officer with the Northbridge Police Department, who said he received a call about a stone wall that was on a path on our school property. I told him it that was from our eighth grade students. They were learning about the different types of walls settlers built for their property and the different functions for the various walls. To give the students an idea of what was involved in building a stone wall, as well as a log enclosure, eighth grade students went outside and built both kinds of walls. Officer DeJordy was happy that this particular mystery was solved so quickly.

In December, three church leaders came to WCS and participated in a panel discussion with our eighth grade Bible class. These leaders talked about unwavering faith, being called into the ministry, and the many different ways they serve their congregations. In Life Skills students are learning about table etiquette, how to iron, and how to write a thank you note. They’re also learning how to greet someone by looking them in the eye, holding eye contact, saying hello, and asking the other person how they are doing.

Our seventh and eighth grade ELA students enter writing contests each year, resulting in many students being published. They also see how literature comes alive on stage and engage in after-school literature discussions over pizza. Our sixth graders use their reading skills to read to kindergarteners and share their love for great stories. They also go in-depth, looking at figurative language and what it means in a story. In some of our math classes, students learn about scale by taking real objects such as a cereal box, eraser, or pencil sharpener, and creating a larger scale model of the object.

Middle school students thrive when they see their learning has meaning beyond the classroom. Our teachers are wonderful at giving many opportunities to see how the content students learn applies to real life.
Together on three. One, two, three, TOGETHER!” The varsity volleyball team shouted this theme before each game. Captains Christina Leduc and Emily Schneider led their teammates onto the court before each match with the shared goals of honoring Christ, improving as a team, and winning. With each bump, set, and spike, the girls inched closer to their goals. During practice, I encouraged the girls to work hard for five points at a time - always looking toward the next task to complete. On a Friday night in Hopedale’s loud gym, one of our goals was accomplished. We defeated our opponents and claimed the Dual Valley Conference Championship title!

A few regular season games remained as the girls continued to work hard; they could see their next task on the horizon: a District championship. Seniors Abby Upham and Amiah Van Dyke, along with junior, Anna May, aided the captains to encourage the younger players to continue on and improve each day. Sophomores Lucy Bowler, Olivia Fleming, Maggie Rejmer, and Fiona Shaw, as well as freshmen Hope Brookhouse and Ella Rejmer, practiced and played tirelessly as the regular season came to a close. Finishing with a 19-1 record, our team advanced to the district tournament. As junior varsity sophomores Karen Bekhet and Mikaela Rose with freshman Melany Ravitz joined the team, the girls renewed their efforts to work hard, to thank God for the opportunities with which He blessed the team, and to take on each game TOGETHER. Traveling to Wellesley High School, we faced and defeated Millbury High School to win the Division III Central Massachusetts District Championship. With this victory, we became the first WCS girls team to earn a district title! After celebrations (such as playing We Are the Champions by Queen) concluded, we were back in the Nehemiah Gym, preparing for the state tournament. With each November practice, the girls looked toward continuing their historic season.

For the state semi-final game, we played the DIII North champions, Austin Prep, and continued our string of victories, advancing to the state finals. On Saturday, November 17, the girls took the court at Worcester State to face the East champions, Bourne High School. With more fans in blue and white in the stands than seemingly any other color, the girls took to the court to represent WCS. After losing the first two sets, we won the third set. I reminded the girls of the joy in life and the blessings God granted the team to have made it this far. We ultimately lost the championship and earned the title of DIII Massachusetts State Finalists, taking home the second place trophy. We are incredibly grateful for the seniors and their contribution to the program, for the support of the WCS community, and for the practices, games, and championships in which they played TOGETHER.

In 2016 Kelly Penning and Kris VandenAkker “snuck in” to the Nehemiah Center (under construction at the time) and left this reminder. After winning the district title, Kris shared on Facebook, “I want to make sure that through all their hard work, this volleyball team continues to give God Glory! Today was a historic day for girls volleyball at WCS. Glory to God alone! Going to bed with a smile.”
Bringing Talents, Passions, and Opportunities Together

Q: Choosing a college major can seem like a daunting task for our high school students. How did you choose civil engineering?
A: One thing I learned at Calvin is to consistently use a Venn diagram to evaluate our talents, our passions, and job opportunities. In high school, I started with the things I do well like math, science, art, and sports. I’ve changed my path a few times.

Early on I was thinking I would study physics or astronomy, but when I looked at potential jobs, they involved research or teaching. Next I considered architecture since I enjoyed Mrs. Groot’s Architectural Design class as well as some art classes I’d taken. But I discovered there was too much of an aesthetic emphasis compared to a scientific one. I was more interested in the structure itself and the safety aspect of the design process. That is what led me to civil engineering, specifically structural engineering, to bring together all of my interests.

Q: What WCS classes do you feel best prepared you for college and your major?
A: There are so many. Like I mentioned, I enjoyed Architectural Design. The AP (Advanced Placement) courses such as AP Calculus (also with Wendy Groot) and AP U.S. History with Dick VandenBerg prepared me for college-level courses as well. All of my English classes with Jerry VanTol, Rocky VanTol, and even back to middle school with Terry Ebbeling, were so important for my speaking and writing skills. Now, I even offer to edit my friends’ papers.

Q: How do you keep that balance you were describing to the freshmen?
A: It was definitely easier in high school, but in college, it’s common to overboard with your social life. You meet so many new people when you arrive and for me, the academics weren’t as challenging at first. After classes became more challenging and my grades suffered, I started saying “no” to my friends more often. They don’t always understand, but as an engineering major, my academics require extra attention. It’s also important to stay active, and I enjoy lifting weights and playing a lot of intramural sports. Staying connected with family is important, too, and having friends who also have faith in the Lord helps with the balance. Holding yourself accountable for all of these things is very important.

Q: How did playing sports at WCS help with that idea of accountability?
A: There are many lessons about accountability learned through sports, and it was important to hear them from people other than just my parents. My coaches taught me so much about self-discipline. Chris Vander Baan and Brady Bajema both instilled a “no excuses” and “mind over matter” mentality, especially when your teammates are relying on you. After suffering the consequences, you realize you do not want to be the one who is late to practice or fails the team. That learned accountability and self-discipline will help you get through tough situations later in life.

Joshua Schneider (‘15), a senior at Calvin College studying civil engineering, returned to WCS during his Christmas break to speak to Wendy Groot’s Principles of Engineering class. Joshua spoke to the freshmen about the ways in which WCS prepared him for college, how he unified his talents, his passions, and the job market to arrive at the field of engineering, and the steps he took to succeed in both his education and his internship opportunities. Joshua also emphasized the importance of finding a vital balance between one’s studies, social life, and recreation time, while still remaining faithful to God.
In order to meet the rising demand for science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM) related jobs, secondary school educators are seeking new and innovative ways to fill the STEM pipeline with students who are prepared for this line of work. Whitinsville Christian School is leading the way in this movement and has partnered with Tri-Tech Pathways Inc. to accomplish this task. We spoke with David Romano, President and CEO of Tri-Tech, to discover what this partnership has meant.

Q: Why has WCS partnered with Tri-Tech?
A: Through a series of STEM initiatives and pilot programs, WCS is in the process of making structural changes that will allow students to learn the nature of each of the STEM disciplines and learn that they are interconnected in ways that are similar to what they will encounter in the real world. There is a need for curricula that integrate STEM content in meaningful ways that go beyond the traditional teaching methods, especially across grades K-12. Tri-Tech Pathways is helping WCS teachers and administrators develop professional learning experiences that prepare them to work within and develop integrated STEM learning environments for WCS K-12 students in a program called STEM CID.

Q: So what exactly is STEM CID?
A: CID stands for Curriculum Integration and Distribution. In general, it is an effort to combine the four disciplines of science, technology, engineering, and mathematics into class units, or lessons that are based on connections among these disciplines and real-world problems. Traditionally, schools are set up to silo the disciplines of STEM through subject-centered curriculum. For example, in math classes students are taught mathematics, in science students are taught science, and sometimes a few coding and technology electives are thrown into the mix. While it is good to learn each subject as a stand-alone, it is also imperative that students see the interconnectedness of the subjects they are learning through curriculum integration. Tri-Tech Pathways is creating cutting-edge curricula that combine the four disciplines of STEM into lessons that will intercept current WCS curricula.

Q: What is an example of Curriculum Integration?
A: The goal is to provide students with authentic learning experiences that bring them in touch with real-world problems and work situations, immersing them in environments where they can gain lifelong learning skills. A good example of this is "Robot Arms and Right Angles," the recent high school lesson piloted with Katie Carbone's geometry classes. Students used a robotic arm to explore the practical use of right angles and the Pythagorean Theorem in an industrial engineering setting. In this activity, students acted as an electronic circuit board assembly engineer. Their job was to program a pick-and-place robot arm to automate assembling a computer circuit board. The challenge was to find the most efficient method of robot arm movement to automate the
placement of a circuit into a socket of an actual circuit board. They applied what they learned in geometry and computer science to help solve this problem. The CID units fully implement a hands-on, project-based learning methodology.

**Q: Is this being used only in the high school?**

**A:** Experts recognize that a positive attitude toward STEM must be cultivated in students early in their educational experience. Research studies have indicated that in the general U.S. population, positive attitudes for STEM peak around the seventh grade and then begin to decline steadily right through the twelfth grade. WCS is proactively working to promote STEM integration from elementary through high school. Recently, Sarah Bowler (Elementary Principal) led a test group of students in a lesson using Didacubes Smart Blocks. Didacubes are the latest innovation for early STEM development. Tri-Tech is planning for these to be introduced to elementary school programs at WCS in 2019.

**Q: Do you see Whitinsville Christian School as a leader in this type of education?**

**A:** We are standing at the cusp of a sea change in education. This seismic shift will be driven by advances in technology and changes in the workforce. The dedicated educators at WCS are ready to take leadership roles and embrace the opportunities. Rethinking the roles of teachers is a paradigm shift from knowledge dispenser to learning facilitator. This requires visionary leadership and teamwork. Chris Vander Baan (High School Principal) embraces new ideas and methods and has been a driving force at WCS. Sustaining innovation through leadership is the key for long-term success. Visionary leaders like Chris, along with Headmaster Lance Engbers, continue to pursue pioneering initiatives which are engaging students in an integrated learning context, breaking down barriers that have traditionally existed between different classes and subjects, offering WCS learners opportunities to be the best prepared for the 21st century workforce.

David Romano is currently the president and CEO of Tri-Tech Pathways Inc. (www.TriTech-PW.com). David founded Tri-Tech Pathways to bring STEM education to students with a real-world industry perspective. He is a proven technical leader whose engineering career has spanned over 25 years and multiple high-tech companies, including Raytheon, Motorola, HP, Intel, and two start-up companies. He is the author of Make FPGA and mbot Discovery and coauthor of multiple technology patents. He is actively involved in STEM advisory and teaching roles and is an adjunct professor at the New England Institute of Technology. He is also a member of the International Society for Technology in Education (ISTE) and the Computer Science Teachers Association (CSTA).
There is no overstating the unity of spiritual purpose as it exists here at WCS. It was something that stood out to me the moment I arrived on campus for the first time, and continues on with my experience each and every day. I see it in the teachers and what they bring to the classroom. It is evident with the students and their participation in programs like Chapel and community outreach. And it clearly drives the actions of all of those involved in moving the school forward through their administrative responsibilities. They are all unified in defining WCS as a premier PK-12 school of active learning, Christian charity and formation, and engaged servant leadership.

But what completes this circle of unity as it pertains to spiritual purpose is the devotion demonstrated by the WCS community at large, who so graciously give of their resources and of themselves in order to sustain the current viability and long-term future of the school. And there is no better evidence of this devotion than the success of this past year’s annual campaign for the WCS Fund. Because of your generosity, the school was able to meet and exceed the very lofty goals set forth for the campaign, and for that we just cannot thank you enough.

Our challenge moving forward is to make the WCS Fund a stable and growing foundation for the operation of the school for years to come. This will provide a consistent, predictable, and reliable source of revenue critical to the operation of the school in areas that include academic excellence and innovation, spiritual formation, student expression, and tuition assistance. There is a high set of standards that has been established in all areas here at WCS, and the gifts through the WCS Fund will help ensure that those standards are met for this generation and tomorrow’s generation as well. Over the next few months, we will tell some of the many stories that illustrate the impact of a successful WCS Fund, and we will begin to provide a vision for this year’s upcoming campaign.

The reality is that there isn’t really an “inside” and “outside” school community here at WCS, but rather a single, well-defined sense of mission and a desire to make WCS the distinctive model for excellence in Christian education – it is a true circle of spiritual unity!
“Paying it Forward” has become a tradition within the tradition of the WCS Dutch Apple Pie Fundraiser. This annual activity has become more than a fundraiser, it is a fellowship event that unites us in spirit. It begins with a dedicated planning team, peaks with a single day of volunteers working together to make more than 7,000 pies, and wraps up with 1,100 donated pies being delivered to the greater community.

In addition to area food banks, Net of Compassion is one of the organizations that receives donated pies. On Main Street in Worcester, Net of Compassion feeds the homeless every Saturday, in all kinds of weather. Thanks to our “Pay it Forward with Pies” program, WCS donated 100 apple pies to the ministry in 2018. The Saturday after Thanksgiving, Net cooked a full turkey dinner for the homeless. For dessert, the people enjoyed WCS's apple pies and ice cream. Ann Fredericks, Stepping Stone Preschool Teacher, WCS parent, and Net of Compassion volunteer said, "We would like to thank everyone who 'Paid It Forward' with apple pies. It truly means a great deal to so very many in need!"

This past June, Treasures celebrated ten years of service to Whitinsville Christian School. Volunteers, both past and current, gathered for a buffet lunch served in the Nehemiah Center. This was an enjoyable time of fellowship for all volunteers with special recognition given to former volunteers who have given many years of service at Treasures.

Treasures is a non-profit upscale thrift store whose proceeds support the Whitinsville Christian School by reducing tuition for all students. WCS has received close to $1 million thanks to the support of Treasures. Since a team of parent and grandparent volunteers helps to maintain the store, there is always an urgent need for new volunteers; without them Treasures cannot survive. The store, located in the Koopman Plaza in North Grafton, is open Monday through Saturday from 10:00 am to 5:00 pm.

You can contribute to Treasures by donating your gently-used items and by volunteering your time, either in the morning or in the afternoon for a couple of hours a week during normal store hours.

Women's clothing, housewares, and men's clothing are the three categories that produce the most income for Treasures. Other categories that make major contributions are decor (pictures, lamps and floral arrangements etc.), children's clothing, and furniture. Treasures also sells accessories, jewelry, books, shoes, and domestics.
The Mouse that Roared is about a small country that declared war on the United States and won. This small but mighty nation was bewildered at its own state of affairs, and then at the successful plan that made it the most powerful country in the world. Thankfully their ultimate goal was peace.

We had a small but mighty cast as we took on this wonderful play. It is a play that reminds me of the Christian life. We are just one small part of God's grand plan that extends beyond countries, people, languages and across time. Yet He holds each one of us in the palm of His hand. We, though tiny, matter greatly to Him. He loves us with a love we can't fully understand. With God on our side, we are promised that we “...can do all things through Christ who strengthens (us) me.” (Phil.4:13) Just like the tiny duchy of Grand Fenwick, we are small in comparison to God's greatness. But He is greater; He is our God who is mighty to save. He takes great delight in us, and rejoices over us with singing. (Zeph. 3:17) Christ can do great things through us even though we are small like Grand Fenwick.

Each production offers unique opportunities to hear from audience members and this show was no exception, providing one of the more memorable connections someone had with this particular play. This audience member shared with me that she was also in The Mouse that Roared, back in 1963. She played the role of Mrs. Bascom. She told me how much fun it was and that all the girls had a crush on the boy who played Tully. She also mentioned that as opening night drew nearer, their cast wasn't quite ready to perform. In fact, she said, they were awful. They didn't know their lines and were not ready to be on stage in front of an audience. Then, their opening night was cancelled due to the assassination of President John F. Kennedy. I was amazed by her story and asked her if they ever did perform the show. She said that they did a few weeks later, which actually gave them time to be fully prepared.

These and other stories always amaze me. We remind our students over and over again that God uses their performance for His glory and to bless our audiences. This was true once again with this wonderful play. It is always a great pleasure to work with high school students. I love their energy, their creativity, their laughter, and their concerns. These students give their all as they step onto the stage, becoming vulnerable, strong, confident, and nervous all at once. These students overcome fears, and find great joy in performing or working backstage together to become the body of Christ.

Soli Deo Gloria,
Mary Dykstra
Our younger Strings students visited area nursing homes to spread their Christmas joy.

Christmas is one of our favorite joy-filled occasions that brings us together. The season began with a Campus Christmas. This event had storytelling, cookie decorating, craft making, tree lighting, caroling, and more!

Celebrate Christmas with WCS brought together over 200 students in band, choir, and orchestra in a beautiful evening that has become a can’t-miss event of the season.
WCS Alumni Association

Bring the Past, Present, and Future Together

Whitinsville Christian School is thrilled to announce the formation of the Whitinsville Christian Alumni Association. The association has been established to strengthen the ties between the school and its alumni, and to support the goals of WCS. The mission of the association is to identify, reach, serve, and engage all alumni of WCS, and to establish a lifelong connection of loyalty and learning between the school and its alumni.

One of the great strengths of WCS is the legacy that exists within all aspects of the school’s community. It is with that in mind that the association seeks to support that legacy and provide a range of services that includes such things as enhanced communication, alumni activities and events, professional/career connection, reunion organization and facilitation, and more.

We have been blessed with three alumni who have stepped forward in a leadership role for the development of the association: Melissa Hadley (’99), Bill Fredericks (’14), and Melissa Paiva (’03). They are asking for assistance in forming the core group of the association, with meetings limited to once every two months. It will be especially helpful if we can get representation from a variety of age ranges. If you are interested in joining Melissa, Billy, and Melissa, please contact Scott Anderson, Director of Advancement. You can also join the Facebook Group by searching for Whitinsville Christian School Alumni Association. There will be no fee associated with the Whitinsville Christian Alumni Association or the Core Group.

CONNECT

Join the WCS Alumni Association, by contacting Scott Anderson at sanderson@whitinsvillechristian.org, or search the Facebook group “Whitinsville Christian School Alumni Association.”
Caitlin Leffingwell (’08) and Will Veronin announced their engagement last summer.

Dave Jellesma (’03) and Samara Yohai are engaged and planning a November 2019 wedding in Cancun, Mexico.

Corah (Dahl) Hannaford (’06) married Kenneth Hannaford III on April 7, 2018. The couple now resides in Mashpee, MA.

Gordon DeYoung (’51) and Lois Kostelyk Hendricks were married on September 22 at Pleasant Valley Country Club in Sutton, MA. They currently reside in Uxbridge.

Sarah (Monroe) Demchuk (’07) and her husband, Ivan, are celebrating the birth of their first child. Victoria Grace Demchuk was born on October 10th.

Melissa (LaFleur) Hadley (’99) and her husband, Matt, welcomed a daughter to their family. Madeline Rose was born on October 22 - just three days after Melissa was at WCS making apple pies! Madeline has two brothers: Jackson, and Nicholas who is a third grader at WCS.

Harriet (Jackson) Graves (’55) passed away in August of 2018. She had recently moved to Uxbridge after living in Hopkinton.

Mel Vanden Akker (’56) passed away on December 27. He most recently lived in Northbridge and was a long-time employee of Raytheon Corporation.

Kathy (Baker) Bangma (’68) passed away on October 1. Kathy was married to Len Bangma (’68) and was mother to Mike (’03), Katelyn (’01), and Tim (’07). She was a lifelong member of Pleasant Street Christian Reformed Church and a faithful WCS supporter.

Linda M. Nydam (’76) passed away on September 5, 2018, at Rose Monahan Hospice in Worcester. Ms. Nydam enjoyed sailing, good conversation, and is remembered for her very quick wit.

Harriet (Jackson) Graves (’55) passed away in August of 2018. She had recently moved to Uxbridge after living in Hopkinton.

Mel Vanden Akker (’56) passed away on December 27. He most recently lived in Northbridge and was a long-time employee of Raytheon Corporation.

Kathy (Baker) Bangma (’68) passed away on October 1. Kathy was married to Len Bangma (’68) and was mother to Mike (’03), Katelyn (’01), and Tim (’07). She was a lifelong member of Pleasant Street Christian Reformed Church and a faithful WCS supporter.

Linda M. Nydam (’76) passed away on September 5, 2018, at Rose Monahan Hospice in Worcester. Ms. Nydam enjoyed sailing, good conversation, and is remembered for her very quick wit.
The John T. Bajema Chapter of the National Honor Society at Whitinsville Christian School inducted 20 new members. Stephen Gorman, parent of four current students and one alumnus, was this year’s guest speaker. He encouraged the students to continue to aspire to be lifelong learners, servants, and leaders with integrity.

**New members class of 2019:** Youjin Chen, Quinn Colligan, Abby Karns, Abby Upham, and Yusi (Vera) Zhang

**New members class of 2020:** Vicky DeBarros, Connor Dudka, Robert Foley, Makenzie Gorman, Andrew Harvey, Peter Johnson, Hadley Koeman, Dylan Ramos, Olivia Toothman, Ping-Hsun (Tim) Tsai, Jessye VandenAkker, Darnell Worley, Katie Wren, Xinran (Catherine) Yu, and Anneke Zeyl

**New Faces**

- **Scott Anderson**
  Director of Advancement
- **Courtney Cook**
  Student Academic Services, High School
- **Nicole DeVries**
  Spanish, grades 3-8
- **Kelly Foppema**
  Student Academic Services, High School
- **Timothy Freitas**
  High School English
- **Patricia Goodell**
  Preschool Aide
- **Emily Kreidler**
  Preschool Teacher
- **Baird Lashley**
  MS/HS Music Teacher
- **Annamarie March**
  Student Academic Services, High School
- **Christine McCabe**
  Nurse
- **Jennifer Miller**
  English and History Teacher, Middle School
- **Sarah Nydam**
  Preschool Aide and Aftercare
- **Zachary Surapine**
  Strings Instructor
- **Michaela Van Voorst**
  PE, MS/HS and Asst. Athletic Director
- **Kathleen Warren**
  Preschool Aide and Aftercare Leader

**New Roles**

- **Brady Bajema**
  Promoted to Athletic Director
- **Dr. Erinn Lowery-Corkran**
  returned to WCS as Director of Guidance and International Student Programs
- **Erinn Klatt**
  returned to WCS as 4th grade Science and Social Studies and Elementary PE teacher
We are grateful for our generous donors and their faithful support of WCS. This donor list covers the time period of July 1, 2017 – December 31, 2018. Going forward, the donor list will appear in the winter issue of The Crusader Chronicle, reflecting gifts received during the calendar year.

IN HONOR OF:

Apple Pie Committee
Anonymous

Ed & Sharon Bakker’s 55th Anniversary
Edward and Sharon L Bakker

Emma Barker
Peter and Audrey Johnson

Michael Cronin
Michael W and Shari L Cronin

Gordon & Lois De Young’s Wedding
Willard L and Helen K Banning
Bernard S and Minnie Wiersma

Marilyn DeVries’ 80th Birthday
Willard L and Helen K Banning

Elliot Gnatek
David Gnatek & Sharley Hillgardner

Katherine Johnson
Peter and Audrey Johnson

Leonard Krygsman
Matthew & Rebecca McLaughlin
Jonathan D Steele

Oscar & Henny Kuipers’ 60th Anniversary
Willard L and Helen K Banning
David J and Dawn M Lefrancois
Brian and Thalia S Towle
Bernard S and Minnie Wiersma
Donna L Wiersma

IN MEMORY OF:

Neal Adams
Grace G Nyenhuis
Matthew W and Laura Skudera

Mark Anderson
Bryan and Erika Johnson
Oscar and Henny Kuipers
David J and Dawn M Lefrancois
Marilyn J Nydam
Brian and Thalia S Towle

Lynn Bajema
Rian and Debra Harpie

Catherine Baker
Cynthia Baker

Ethel Baker
Audrey Veldhof

Gilbert Baker
Cynthia Baker

Mabel Baker
Arnold and Sylvia Baker
John Baker
Don and Judy Godeke

John & Marilyn Baker
Cynthia Baker
The John & Marilyn Baker Family

Glen and Helena W Bloem
Lance B and RoseAnn Engbers
Don and Judy Godeke
Donald H and Doris Koopman
Brian and Thalia S Towle
Barbara VanderKlay
MaryAnn Wiersma

Vassel & Marion Bakker
Edward and Sharon L Bakker

Dwayne Bangma
Shirley M Bangma

Kathy Bangma
Cynthia Baker
Verna Baker
Katelyn G Bangma
Timothy J and Skylar Bangma
Shirley M Bangma
Willard L and Helen K Banning
John H and Leanna J Bast
Harold and Judith Blau
Glen and Helena W Bloem
Charles and Christine Boelkins
Emma Butenas
Kathy A Buurma
Nancy Cook
Gordon and Lois De Young
Gary W and Wendy D Deckinga
Katiegrace and Kiara Dudley
Greg M and Terry Ebbeling
Lance B and RoseAnn Engbers
Kenneth C and Lisa R Foppema
Don and Judy Godeke
William C and Henrietta Hale
Randy and Vicki Haringa
Bill and Linda Herrmann
Timothy and Kimberly Kats
Thomas P and Joan E Koopman
Jerome and Phyllis Kuik
James H and Noreen A Kuipers
Oscar and Henny Kuipers
Peggy Kuipers-Sawyer
Herman Oosterman
John and Laurel Ourensma
Pulaski Memorial Hospital
Carol Schaver
Brian and Thalia S Towle
Sandra E Vander Baan
Christopher & Laurie Vander Baan
Russ and Geraldine VanderBaan
Paula K VanderHoven
Wanda VanderZee
Earl and Karen J Wielmsa
MaryAnn Wiersma
Milton and Betsy Youngsma

Louis Bangma
Shirley M Bangma

Harold Banning
Arnold and Sylvia Baker

Henrietta Beinema
Sally Masnoon

Adeline Bek
John and Brenda P Brochu
Cenedella Family
Douglas Officers Association
Lance B and RoseAnn Engbers
Julie & Joe Gresian
Karen Johnson
David J and Dawn M Lefrancois
Donna L McLaughlin & Family
Janet Nedeyorschik
Stephen Nedeyorschik
Joseph and Joyce Quintal
Carole L Richards
SSP Teachers and Staff
Cecilia D Stienstra
Thomas J Woods Ins Agency, Inc
Brian and Thalia S Towle
Larry and Donna Wiersma

Brian Blaue
Harold and Judith Blau

Thomas Brouwer
Christopher & Laurie Vander Baan

Ann Buma
Shelley J Buma

Peter Buma
Shelley J Buma

Adrian Buteyn
Cynthia Baker
Leonard W and Kathy Bangma
Willard L and Helen K Banning
Glen and Helena W Bloem
Gordon and Beverly J De Young
Lance B and RoseAnn Engbers
Priscilla T Koopman
Thomas P and Joan E Koopman
Jerome and Phyllis Kuik
Oscar and Henny Kuipers
David J and Dawn M Lefrancois
James G and Jean S Nydam
Marilyn J Nydam
Babe Nydam
Herman Oosterman
Carol Schaver
Brian and Thalia S Towle
Sandra E Vander Baan
Christopher & Laurie Vander Baan
Wanda VanderZee
Frances J Wassenar
Earl and Karen J Wielmsa

Annette Carver
The Estate of Annette Carver
DONORS

John Casey
Jack S and Mary E Alexander
Edward and Sharon L Bakker
Willard L and Helen K Banning
Briand J and Cynthia J Beaudin
Martin and Ruth G Bendiksens
Nancy Biscardi
Anthony and Denise
Brookhouse
John S and Susan C Colby
Kenneth Corkran &
Enin Lowery-Corkran
Muriel P Croft
Gordon De Young
Gordon and Barbara DeJong
Lance B and RoseAnn Engbers
Norman R and Dorothy L Guidry
Sandra Haagsma
Ralph E and Barbara A Helstrom
Don and Doris Koopman
Thomas P and Joan E Koopman
Jerome and Phyllis Kuik
Oscar and Henny Kuipers
Pete and Jan Lanser
David J and Dawn M Lefrancois
David O and Joanne M Miedema
Ellyn Lazar Moore
John and Bonnie Parker
Carol Schaver
Scott and Candace K Tauson
Brian and Thalia S Towle
William and Trina Van Dyke
Cary G and Kristine
VandenAkker
Christopher & Laurie Vander Baan
Sandra E Vander Baan
Russian Geraldine Vander Baan
Jeffrey S and Laurie Vander Baan
Wanda VanderZee

Austin Caswell
The Jim Bates Family
Barbara and Justin Bielagus
Lance B and RoseAnn Engbers
Bill and Linda Herrmann
David J and Dawn M Lefrancois
Frank and Linda Lennox
Jeff, Betty, Jared, Colin &
Olivia Smith
Brian and Thalia S Towle
Richard and Dorothy
VandenBerg
Christopher & Laurie Vander Baan
John K and Sandra J Vriesema
John and Heidi F Williams

Eric Cook
Alice Cook
Helen Saucier
Harriet VanDyke

Beverly De Young
Cynthia Baker
Leonard W and Kathy Bangma
Willard L and Helen K Banning
Glen and Helena W Bloem
Paul and Marian J Buma
Kevin and Karen Conway
Gordon De Young
Lance B and RoseAnn Engbers
Don and Judy Godeke
James and Anna M Hackathom
Harbro Sales & Service Inc
Robert A and Eileen A Hays
Nancy Karsberg
Donald H and Doris Koopman
Thomas P and Joan E Koopman
Frank M Kunkel
David J and Dawn M Lefrancois
Adam S and Kimberly Meyer
Kara Nichols
Douglas and Kimberly Piquard
Saint-Gobain Abrasives HR Team
Carol Schaver
Singletary Rod & Gun Club
Brian and Thalia S Towle
Stuart & Deborah VandenAkker
Cary and Kristine VandenAkker
Mel C VandenAkker
Christopher & Laurie Vander Baan
Sandra E Vander Baan
Jeffrey and Laurie Vander Baan
Robert and Kathryn Vander Baan
Eleanor VanHouten
Tillie Visbeek
John K and Sandra J Vriesema
Frances J Wassenaar
Calvin R and Claudia S Wiegens
Earl and Karen J Wielisma
Mary Ann Wiersma
Bernard S and Minnie Wiersma

Edward DeVries
Cynthia Baker
Leonard W and Kathy Bangma
Willard L and Helen K Banning
Glen and Helena W Bloem
Lance B and RoseAnn Engbers
Don and Judy Godeke
Robert A and Eileen A Hays
Douglas and MariBeth Kenbeek
Donald H and Doris Koopman
Thomas P and Joan E Koopman
David J and Dawn M Lefrancois
Babe Nydam
Marlyn J Nydam
James G and Jean S Nydam
Grace G Nyenhuis
Herman Oosterman
John J and Muriel Orr
Harold O and Barbara L Plantinga

Carol Schaver
Jonathan D Steele
Cecilia D Steinstra
Brian and Thalia S Towle
Richard & Dorothy VandenBerg
Christopher & Laurie Vander Baan
Frances J Wassenaar
Calvin R and Claudia S Wiegens
Earl and Karen J Wielisma
Mary Ann Wiersma

Gerrit DeYoung
Thea De Young

Sidney & Thelma DeYoung
Wayne and Debra A Smith

Thelma DeYoung
Justine R De Young

Martin & Eleanor DeYoung
Christopher & Laurie Vander Baan

Edward Dykstra
Helen Dykstra

Matthew Dykstra
Ralph M Dykstra

Niecia Engbers
Lance B and RoseAnn Engbers
David J and Dawn M Lefrancois
Brian and Thalia S Towle
Jeffrey S and Laurie Vander Baan

Peter & Ruth Feddema
James G and Jean S Nydam
Christopher & Laurie Vander Baan

Natalie Fletcher
Gary W and Kimberly A Fletcher

William Gjeltema
John and Donna LaPierre

Maureen Gorman
Raymond Gorman

Harriet Graves
Pamela Beenen

Douglas Guertin
Christopher & Laurie Vander Baan

Andrew Haagsma
Ann E Baker-Riker
Sandra Haagsma

James Hackathorn
Cynthia Baker
Leonard W and Kathy Bangma
Willard L and Helen K Banning
Alfred Bedard
Marcella J Benoit
Michael A and Jacquelyn Bridge
Thomas L and Beverly M Bridges
James H and Martha M Buma
Kathy A Buurma
Kevin and Karen Conway
Alice Cook
Maggie Creaser
Gordon De Young
Greg M and Terry Ebbeling
Henry E and Beverly A Ebbeling
David and Robin Eckbold
Lance B and RoseAnn Engbers
Don and Judy Godeke
Jean Granger
Anna M Hackathom
Maureen Huber
Beverly K Keeler
Thomas P and Joan E Koopman
Jerome and Phyllis Kuik
Oscar and Henny Kuipers
Bill and Shirley A Lefleur
David J and Dawn M Lefrancois
Charles J and Shirley G Mannheim
James G and Jean S Nydam
Grace G Nyenhuis
John and Lynn Osswald
Alice Rooke
Alice Rooke
Ann E Roon
John D and Marilyn Sakelaris
Carol Schaver
Alfred G and Jeanette Smith
Theona J Taylor
Brian and Thalia S Towle
Cary and Kristine VandenAkker
Stuart and Deborah VandenAkker
Sandra E Vander Baan
Wanda VanderZee
Eleanor VanHouten
Sylvia VanPloos
Mary Ann Wiersma
Bernard S and Minnie Wiersma

James Hackathorn
Cynthia Baker
Leonard W and Kathy Bangma
Willard L and Helen K Banning
Alfred Bedard
Marcella J Benoit
Michael A and Jacquelyn Bridge
Thomas L and Beverly M Bridges
James H and Martha M Buma
Kathy A Buurma
Kevin and Karen Conway
Alice Cook
Maggie Creaser
Gordon De Young
Greg M and Terry Ebbeling
Henry E and Beverly A Ebbeling
David and Robin Eckbold
Lance B and RoseAnn Engbers
Don and Judy Godeke
Jean Granger
Anna M Hackathom
Maureen Huber
Beverly K Keeler
Thomas P and Joan E Koopman
Jerome and Phyllis Kuik
Oscar and Henny Kuipers
Bill and Shirley A Lefleur
David J and Dawn M Lefrancois
Charles J and Shirley G Mannheim
James G and Jean S Nydam
Grace G Nyenhuis
John and Lynn Osswald
Alice Rooke
Alice Rooke
Ann E Roon
John D and Marilyn Sakelaris
Carol Schaver
Alfred G and Jeanette Smith
Theona J Taylor
Brian and Thalia S Towle
Cary and Kristine VandenAkker
Stuart and Deborah VandenAkker
Sandra E Vander Baan
Wanda VanderZee
Eleanor VanHouten
Sylvia VanPloos
Mary Ann Wiersma
Bernard S and Minnie Wiersma

Nancy Herrmann
David J and Dawn M Lefrancois
Brian and Thalia S Towle
Christopher & Laurie Vander Baan

Brigitte Jasef
Hannelore Simonds

Lori Johnson
Russ & Geraldine F Vander Baan
Have a Seat

Through our “Have a Seat” campaign, you can leave your personal imprint in the Nehemiah Center for Arts and Worship or in the Nehemiah Center Gymnasium. When you sponsor a seat, you may choose to have a name or a favorite Bible verse inscribed.

NAMING OPPORTUNITIES

Nehemiah Center for Arts & Worship
Front 3 rows: $2,000 per seat
All other rows: $1,000
Balcony seats: $1,500

Nehemiah Center Gymnasium
Bleacher seats: $200

For more information please contact the Advancement Office at advancement@whitinsvillechristian.org.
John and Sheryl Casey
Cenedella Family
Anthony E and Jen A Cinelli
Bill and Kathleen Colcord
Kevin and Karen Conway
Alice Cook
Nancy Cook
Kathryn F Corkran and Erin N
Lowery-Corkran
Maggie Creaser
Muriel P Croft
D Blake and Jenny Cunningham
Robert Damian
Gordon and Lois De Young
Gary W and Wendy D Deckinga
Gordon and Barbara DeJong
Errol L and Linda L Dickerman
Douglas Officers Association
Jim and Patricia Dudewicz
Katiegrace and Kiara Dudley
Ralph M Dykstra
Greg M and Terry Ebbeling
Henry E and Beverly A Ebbeling
David and Robin Eckbold
Lance B and RoseAnn Engbers
Albert and Nancy Faber
Kenneth C and Lisa R Foppema
Nathan Gjelm a
Don and Judy Godeke
Stephen and Tammi Gorman
Jean Granger
John and Gina Grembowski
Julie & Joe Gresian
Jerry and Gloria Groll
Ruth S Gross
Norman R and Dorothy L. Guidy
Sandra Haagsma
Wesley and Shirley Haan
Anna M Hackathorn
William C and Henrietta Hale
Harbro Sales & Service Inc
James and June Harger
Randy and Vicki Haringa
Nancy Harper
Robert A and Eileen A Hays
Ralph E and Barbara A Helstrom
Bill and Linda Herrmann
Steven L and Junell J Hoekstra
Maureen Huber
Karen Johnson
Allan and joyce Jongsma
Gary & Jean Kamps
Nancy Karsberg
Timothy and Kimberly Kats
Beverly R Keeler
Glen E and Deborah N King
Gloria Koeman Family
Arlene C Koopman
Dean H and Janice Koopman
Dirk and Susan Koopman
Don and Doris Koopman
Priscilla T Koopman
Randall and Deborah Koopman
Thomas P and Joan E Koopman
Jerome and Phyllis Kuik
James H and Noreen A Kuipers
Oscar and Henny Kuipers
Peggy Kuipers-Sawyer
Frank M Kunkel
Bill and Shirley A LaFleur
Richard F Langhille
Pete and Jan Lanser
John and Donna LaPierre
The Marcia Leestma Family
David J and Dawn M Lefrancois
Michael T and Monica D
Luchini
David and Audrey MacKay
Alan and Marion Malkasian
Mark F and Pamela L Mancini
Charles J and Shirley G
Mannheim
Bernard A and Helen Manning
Carl and Shirley Marcus
Donna L McLaughlin & Family
John and Donna Meagher
Adam S and Kimberly Meyer
David O and Joanne M
Miedema
Ellyn Lazar Moore
Janet Nedoroschik
Stephen Nedoroschik
Paul H and Joan M Newhall
Kara Nichols
Babe Nydam
Gladys G Nydam
James G and Jean S Nydam
Grace G Nyenhuis
Herman Oosterman
John and Lynn Osswald
John and Laurel Ouresma
John and Bonnie Parker
John and Pat Patrick
Terrence A and Beatrice J
Pheifer
W Douglas and Kimberly
Piquard
Harold O and Barbara L
Plantinga
Ronald & Judy Polinder
Pulaski Memorial Hospital
Joseph and Joyce Quintal
Carole L Richards
Eloise F Riemersma
Betty Spratt Robbins
Alice Roeker
Ann E Roon
Edward and Pauline Rutana
Pulaski Memorial Hospital
Ronald and Jacqueline
VanderBaan
Russ H and Geraldine F
VanderBaan
Paula K VanderHoven
John R Vandersluis
Wanda VanderZee
Eleanor VanHouten
Sylvia VanPoslen
Tillie Visebeek
John K and Sandra J Vriesema
Jack and Karen Walker
James R Wassenaar
Frances J Wassenaar
Andra Waugh
Calvin R and Claudia S Wiersgrab
Earl and Karen J Wielas
Ada Wiersma
Bernard S and Minnie H Wiersgrab
Donna L Wiersma
Larry and Donna Wiersma
Lorraine Wiersma
MaryAnn Wiersma
John and Heidi F Williams
Arthur and Sandra A Wynja
Milton and Joan E Wynja
Kenneth W and Sandra L Young
Milton and Betsy Youngsma
Ronald and Jacqueline
Youngsma
Shirley Youngsma
Verle G and Darlene K Zuehl
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Maureen Gorman Memorial Scholarship
Raymond Gorman

Inclusion
Michael J and Tanya I. Anema
Cynthia Baker
Anita Banning
Robert A and Elizabeth A Banning
Glen and Helena W Bloem
Samuel and Sarah Bowler
Wallace Bratt
Nathan A and Rebecca S Burkhart
Lance and Sue Claggert
Kevin and Karen Conway
Michael and Kathryn Craig
Scott M and Shelly A Cullen
Mark DeWeerd and Sara Korber-DeWeerd
Mike and Carol DeWeerd
Greg M and Terry Ebbeling
Bradley and Karen Exoo
Kenneth and Lisa Foppema
Matthew J and Melissa A Hadley
Theodore E and Marie A Harringa
Brandon and Ginette Hehn
Jong-Il Kim and Jongmik Park
Ray and Cathy Korber
Thomas M and Valerie Kuik
Peter and Shirley Kuperus
Henry J and Faith M Lane
Spencer and Claire M Macomber
Eunice M Petersen
Helen Petersen
Alice Rooker
Thelma J Van Til
Joanne E VandenAkker
Richard J and Dorothy E VandenBerg
Jeffrey S and Laurie VanderBaan
Loren Vander Wilt
Robert L and Kathryn G VanderBaan
Daniel J and Lisa B Vos
Bryan and Sue A Wiegens
Wayne K and Dorothy L Wiersma

The Kay Fund
Allcare Medical Supply Corp.
Michael and Sharon Atena
Darrell J and Laurie K Baker
Anthony J and Denise H Brookhouse
John D and Sheryl L Casey
Matthew D and Julie A Davison
Jeffrey P and Pamela J Dufficy
Bill and Ann Fredericks
Dexter and Cathy R Greene
Allan L and Kathy V Jeltema
Donald H and Doris Koopman
Katherine Kuperus
Marjorie Kuperus
Barbara and James LaDine
John P and Kirstie R Miersma
David and Mary-Eлизabeth Ryder
Thomas and Carol Swaim
Thomas J and Shirley Swart
Marc and Jennifer VanderBaan
Rockland VanTol and Jennifer Ryder
James and Lois Veenstra
Janet L Veenstra
Christopher and Jessica Vogel
Ruth S Jolly
Robert C and Helen Jongsma
Edward J Kennedy
Dean H and Janice Koopman
Dirk and Susan Koopman
Thomas P and Joan E Koopman
Jeffrey and Michelle Koren
Nathan and Tahnee Kuder
Henry J and Faith M Lane
Peter and Jan Lansen
Joshua and Amelia G Lawson
Michael E and Mary Layman
Ed Lee
David J and Dawn M Lefrancois
Gordon C Lockbaum
David G and Bernice Malcolm
Charles J and Shirley G Mannheim
Lucy M Marshall
Sally Masnoon
Larry A and Mary J Masselink
Gregory D and Kimmly Massotti
John P and Kirstie R Miersma
Timothy and Kristine Moran
Babe Nydam
Edward J Nyenhuis
John and Bonnie Parker
David Peck
Wayne and Michelle Pitts
Evan and Carole Plante
Derek and Laural Plourde
Peter and Melanie Plumb
Raymond W and Faye Postma
P H and Joan Pretorius
James and Beverly Pyne
Mark and Lisa Quercio
Carl W and Brenda L Rubin
Carol Schaver
Jeremy and Jody Shaw
Marie Siepert
Wayne and Regina H Skudera
Michael C and Claudia P Spiller
Donald J and Ellen J Stahl
Brian Stanch
Kris Stanch
Herbert W and Kathleen W Staniszewski
Anna Stiers
David and Carla Sullivan
Marilynn J TenBroek
David E and Deborah D Thomas
Brian and Thalia S Towlle
Jerry L Van Tol and Anne Banning
Cary G and Kristine VanderAkker
Joseph and Karen VanderAkker
Stuart W and Deborah L VanderAkker
Richard J and Dorothy E VanderBerg
Christopher and Laurie VanderBaan
Carla A VanderBaan
Melissa L VanderBaan
Robert L and Kathryn G VanderBaan
Russ H and Geraldine F VanderBaan
Wanda VanderZee
Eleanor VanHouten
Audrey Veldhof
James J and Joyce Vitello
John K and Sandra J Vriesema
James T and Sherri H Watters
Earl and Karen J Wielstra
Harvey J Youngsma

Miscellaneous
Louis and Grace Aloise
Dennis J and Lindsay M Aloise
Graf
Mark Boccuzzi and Maureen Caputo
David and Tricia Bolduc
John K and Jeanne K Esler
Gaudette Insurance Agency
Estate of Annette Keessen
Garry R Keessen Family Trust
Koopman Lumber Co., Inc.
David J and Dawn M Lefrancois
Milford Federal Savings & Loan Assn
Michael and Melissa S Paiwa
Jeffery B and Jessica Ryan
Raymond and Marlene Safi
Shaw’s Market
Sioux Commercial Sweeping, Inc
Deborah A Strong
Thomas and Carol Swaim
Christopher and Laurie VanderBaan

Jim and Jean Nydam Scholarship
Randal and Susan Bol
Marilyn J Nydam

Reach More Teach More
Philip L and Kerrie A Harper
Ross J and Amanda D Irwin
Lumber Street Auto Repair, Inc
Thomas and Carol Swaim

Rise Up & Build
Brett W and Beth Allen
Michael and Tanya Atena
Jeffrey and Pamela J Bajema
Mitchell J Bajema
Arnold and Sylvia Baker
Cynthia Baker
Herman S and Eva J Baker
Edward and Sharon L Bakker
Michael L and Annika B Bangma
Timothy J and Skylter Bangma
Anita Banning
Robert and Elizabeth Banning
Brent and Vanessa C Barker
Brian and Thalia S Towle  
Jeremy Vallette  
Joanne E VandenAkker  
Christopher and Laurie VanderBaan  
Melissa L VanderBaan  
John and Sandi J Vriesema  
Robert F and Denise Whiton  
Lyle T and Carol J Wicker  
John and Heidi F Williams  
Kenneth W and Sandra L Young

**Student Activities**  
Ray Cinelli  
Linda J LeBallister  
John and Patricia Patrick  
Robert and Judith Smith

**Tuition Assistance**  
Jean E Adams  
Thelma S Agerholm  
Scott Ahearn and Theresa J Arpin  
Owuwu and Jane Asamoah  
Darrell J and Laurie K Baker  
Brent and Vanessa C Barker  
Harold and Judith Blaue  
Randall H and Mary Ann Bloem  
Alan and Elizabeth Bol  
Samuel and Sarah Bowler  
Billy and Danielle Brochu  
Shawn M and Heather A Brown  
Stephen and Michella Brudner  
Michele S Buccieri  
Kevin Buchanan  
Joseph and Valeria L Caradonna  
John D and Sheryl L Casey  
Luiz Roberto and Karla Christo  
Anthony E and Jen A Cinelli  
Logan R and Jennifer G Collins  
Alice Cook  
Kenneth F Corkran and Erin N Lowery-Corkran  
James and Gertrude DeGroot  
Christopher DeLuca and Erin Evans  
Scott and Kristine Desmarais  
Thomas A Dill and Ann M Lord  
Andrew L and Kathleen M Ellis  
Lance B and RoseAnn Engbers  
Jonathan and Phyllis Enoch  
John K and Jeanne K Esler  
Albert and Nancy Faber  
Jeff and Beth E Fadden  
Eric W and Karen T Foellmer  
Christopher D and Jennifer E Foley  
Helena Foster  
Barbara Gaudette  
Gerald L and Dina R Gaudette  
Dominic and Meredith Gaudano  
Don and Judy Godeke  
Stephen and Tammi Gorman  
Bruce B and Devan E Gould  
Brian and Michelle A Graves  
William and Wendy Groot  
Wesley and Shirley Haan  
Matthew J and Melissa A Hadley  
Philip L and Kerrie A Harper  
Imani Harriott  
Patrick and Ashley Hart  
Michael and Rosemary Heselton  
Robert A and Eileen A Hays  
Jesse and Jennifer Hilgenberg  
Michael and Patricia Hill  
Shannon P and Heather A Holgate  
Christopher J and Stephanie B Hubbard  
Daniel E Hubley  
Phillip R and Deborah A Ibrahim  
Robert W and Rachael Johnston  
Robert C and Helen Jongsmaj  
Kids on the Common Pediatrics  
Donald H and Doris Koopman  
Priscilla T Koopman  
Frank and Deidre Kosky  
Oscar and Henny Kuipers  
Gerald and Susan Lindsey  
Massimo and Joyce Lombardo  
Paul A and Susan V Lukowski  
David G and Bernice Malcolm  
Ronald and Katherine Manyak  
Lucy M Marshall  
Michael and Jennifer L McGee  
Daniel and Julie Meiningher  
Dennis and Dawn Melvin  
Keith M and Christina M Menard  
John P and Kirstie R Miersma  
Jose Mineo and Karla Pereira  
Jeffrey P and Kathryn R Mogan  
Richard and Linda Morse  
Mark and Alison Nelson  
Beatrice Nydam  
Gladsy G Nydam  
Marilyn J Nydam  
Grace G Nyenhuis  
Timothy and Miranda Osterman  
Vincent Osterman and Denise L Osterman  
Osterman Management LLC  
Christopher N and Julie Paine  
Michael and Melissa S Paiva  
John and Bonnie Parker  
Bill and Sadie Perkins  
William T and Kimberly A Piett  
David O and Sarah Plantinga  
Derek and Laural Plourde  
Hendrick and Joan Pretorius  
Ronald and Ramah Randall  
Allen J and Lynne Randolph  
Dennis and Kelley Rice  
John P and Carol M Rockwood  
Michael and Lynda Rose  
Brian L and Kristine R Schofield  
Bradley L and Rebecca L Shafton  
Marie Siepert  
Fabio H Silveira and Analia C Oliveira  
Robert and Judith Smith  
Herbert W and Kathleen W Staniszewski  
Paul R and Denise P Stefancyk  
Thomas and Carol Swain  
Robert S and Lisa V Taylor  
Theona J Taylor  
John and Mary Terry  
Vamshidhar and Erin Thakkallapalli  
Joe Thumann and Tania J Jacob-Thumann  
Trevor and Alice Tomasin  
Stuart W and Deborah L VandenAkker  
Christopher and Laurie VanderBaan  
Jeffrey S and Laurie VanderBaan  
Russ H and Geraldine F VandenBaarn  
Joel D and Brandie L VandeWeren  
Eleanor VanHouten  
Rockland Van Tol and Jennifer Ryder  
Tillie Visbeek  
Frank S and Nancy Visagatis  
James T and Sherri H Watters  
Timothy M and Sarah Wiegens  
Earl and Karen J Wielmsa  
Wayne K and Dorothy L Wiersma  
John and Tricia Wozniak

**Technology**  
Alan and Elizabeth Bol  
Benjamin and Sonya Campbell  
Peter and Debra Carlson  
John D and Sheryl L Casey  
Anthony E and Jen A Cinelli  
Ray Cinelli  
Randy and Carol Collard  
Thomas and Susan Cooper  
Brian A and Gina D Darling  
Lance B and RoseAnn Engbers  
Steven P and Rosalia French  
Bryan and Stephanie Gavan  
Tom and Bev Gordon  
James and Lori Gulinello  
Matthew J and Melissa A Hadley  
Jonathan E and Megan L Hanson  
Kurt E and Jane M Hanson  
Kent and Jodi Koeman  
Ann Kristof  
Mike and Ann Kristof  
Thomas M and Valerie Kuik  
Jeffrey and Jennifer LaBonte  
Larry A and Mary J Masselink  
Jonathan and Meaghan Matthews  
Keith M and Christina M Menard  
Adam S and Kimberly Meyer  
Fran and Janine Pancielli  
David Peck  
Jeffrey C and Julie A Penterson  
Kevin M Pitts  
Evan and Carole Plante  
Vincent and Donna Rodger  
John and Claire J Silveri  
Andrew and Linda Simonds  
Vamshidhar and Erin Thakkallapalli  
Trevor and Alice Tomassino  
Brian and Thalia S Towle  
Rockland VanTol and Jennifer Ryder  
Roy W and Shelly L Weeden  
Eric and Alicia Wierenga

**Unrestricted**  
Sean and Suzanne L Abbott  
Thelma S Agerholm  
Keith and Taifda Allen  
Louis and Grace Aloise  
Dennis J and Lindsay M Aloise  
Graf  
James and Susan Anema  
Michael J and Tanya L Anema  
Owuwu and Jane Asamoah  
Jeffrey and Pamela J Bajema  
Cynthia Baker  
James and Deborah Baker  
Leonard W Bangma  
Michael L and Annika B Bangma  
Anita Banning  
Robert A and Elizabeth A Banning  
Brent and Vanessa C Barker  
Thomas and Patricia Barry  
Marcella J Beerends  
Michael and Alison Bell  
Thomas and Jeanne E Berkowitz  
Dale G and June Bloem  
Alan and Elizabeth Bol  
Samuel and Sarah Bowler  
Anthony J and Denise H Brookhouse  
Shawn M and Heather A Brown  
Travis R and Erica L Brown  
Brett M and Iona J Buma  
Madeline L Buma  
Paul and Boots Buma  
Nathaniel and Jennifer J Campbell  
John D and Sheryl L Casey  
Lois A Casey  
Sofocles Tsimogianis and Evropi Chatzi  
John S and Susan Colby  
Logan R and Jennifer G Collins  
PJ and Samantha Cook  
Ian Cooper  
Owen S and Toni Cooper  
Thomas and Susan Cooper
Kenneth F Corkran and Erin N Lowery-Corkran
Michael and Kathy Craig
John H and Paula A Crawford
Michael W and Shari L Cronin
Mark A and Elizabeth J Cutler
Matthew D and Julie A Davison
Thea De Young
Gordon and Barbara DeJong
Myra L DeLoof
David and Elizabeth Deters
Randall J and Shirley A DeVries
Joel Dilworth
Connor J and Alison Dolan
Brian J and Margot D Donnelly
Thomas H and Kathleen Ducharme
Katiegrace and Kiara Dudley
Christian and Shari Dunlap
Greg M and Terry Edbeling
Andrew L and Kathleen M Ellis
Lance B and RoseAnn Engbers
Jonathan and Phyllis Enoch
John K and Jeanne K Ester
Bradley and Karen Exoo
Gary W and Kimberly A Fletcher
Gurine M Fogg
Jesse K and Kelly M Foppema
Kenneth C and Lisa R Foppema
Keith and Loren Forget
Steve Fortna and Emily Boldenow-Fortna
Timothy G and Jennifer Freitas
Steven P and Rosalia French
Kristen E Garlett
Barbara Gaudette
Bryan and Stephanie Gava
Dave and Phyllis Gingrich
Roland and Susan Gjeltema
Don and Judy Godeke
Wayne P and Amy E Goldin
James D and Patricia L Goodell
Doug Goodreau
Stephen and Tammi Gorman
Brian E and Michelle A Graves
Jameson J Groot
William and Wendy Groot
Ruth S Gross
Gary R and Judith A Guy
Sandra Haagsma
Matthew J and Melissa A Hadley
Matthew and Sarah Handler
Theodore E and Marie A Haringa
Philip L and Kerrie A Harper
James and Lois Hassey
Shelley Hayward
Samuel Hearn
Thomas and Michele Hearn
Mark and Patricia Hebert
Brandon and Ginette Hehn
Michael and Linda Hendrikse
Bill and Linda Herrmann
Shannon P and Heather A Holgate
Mary Holland
Ted and Kathleen L Hudson
Earl and Cornelisa Hutt
Herbert and Judith Ingram
Ross J and Amanda D Irwin
Edward G and Dorothy G Jaasma
Bryan and Erika Johnson
Peter and Audrey Johnson
Ronald and Patricia Johnson
Tim S and Kelly J Johnson
Allan and Joyce Jongma
Robert C and Helen Jongma
Janine Karns
Timothy and Kimberly Kats
Douglas and Maribeth Kenneb
Walter and Marie G Kilroy
Jeffrey Wren and Paulette Kimball-Wren, MD
Glenn E and Deborah N King
Joshua M and Sarah Kitchen
Dirk and Susan Koopman
Donald H and Doris Koopman
Ronald and Judith Kosiba
Nathan and Tahnee Kuder
Thomas M and Valerie Kuik
Aletta J Kuipers
George B and Sandra R Kuipers
Marvin and Betty L Kuipers
Jeffrey and Jennifer J LaBonte
John and Donna LaPierre
Ed Lee
Caitlin A Leffingwell
David J and Dawn M Lefrancois
John C and Cheryl Lemon
Roger Peck and Christine MacGinnis
Robert C and Cheryl MacIndoe
David G and Bernice Malcolm
Michael and Tara Marshall
Raymond W and Julia M Martin
Robert and Jillian P Martin
Joel A and Carol Masselink
Larry A and Mary J Masselink
Phyllis Masso
Gregory D and Kimberly Massotti
Jonathan and Meaghan Matthews
Ryan and Christine McCabe
Michael and Jennifer L McGee
Walter and Donna McGrath
Ryan M and Leeann McMorrow
John and Claire McRae
Erik K Meagher
Adam S and Kimberly Meyer
John P and Kirstie R Miersma
Brian and Caroline Mulcahy
Mark and Alison Nelson
Paul H and Joan M Newhall
Grace G Nyenhuis
Herman Oosterman
Myron Oosterman
John J and Muriel Orr
Peter H and Kristen J Osswald
Mark and Emily Pahariik
Kenneth C and Christine A Pastor
David Peck
Kelly Penning
Kenneth and Kathleen Perregeaux
Wayne and Michelle Pitts
Barbara Plays
Derek and Laural Plourde
Peter and Melanie Plumb
Raymond W and Faye Postma
Grace E Prior
James and Beverly Pyne
Allen J and Lynne Randolph
Dennis and Kelley Rice
Glenn L and Maura Rouleau
Carl W and Brenda L Rubin
Jeffery B and Jessica Ryan
Thomas E and Patricia A Ryan
David and Mary-Elizabeth Ryder
Peter R and Charlotte Schotanus
Jeremy and Jody Shaw
Betty Shea
Timothy Simko and Brittany Halstead
Hannalore Simonds
Matthew W and Laura Skudera
Wayne and Regina H Skudera
Michael G and Claudia P Spiller
Herbert W and Kathleen W Staniszewski
Jonathan D Steele
David and Carla Sullivan
John and Liane Sullivan
Roy H and Heather I Sullivan
Thomas and Carol Swain
John Swart
Terva Corporation
Vamshidhar and Erin Thakkallapalli
The 1996 Declaration of Trust
Joseph Thumann and Tania J Jacob-Thumann
Brian and Thalia S Towle
Mark and Laurie Trouw
Greg W and Rebecca Vandendekker
Irene Vandendekker
Mel C Vandendekker
Stuart W and Deborah L Vandendekker
Richard J and Dorothy E VandenBaan
Alexander J and Alexandra P VandenBerg
Jeffrey S and Laurie Vander Baan
Loren Vander Wilt
Carla A VanderBaan
Melissa L VanderBaan
Robert L and Kathryn G VanderBaan
Russ H and Geraldine F VanderBaan
Barbara VanderKlay
Philip and Sandra H VanderSea
Wanda VanderZee

Arthur J Wiersma Memorial Scholarship
Louis A and Suzanne Wiersma
MaryAnn Wiersma

Matching Gift Donors
Abbvie Employee Engagement Fund
Dell Giving
Eversource Energy Foundation
Fidelity Foundation
FM Global Foundation
Intralox Corporation
Unist, Inc
United Way of RI
United Way of Tri-County, Inc.
Waters Corporation
UPCOMING EVENTS

Annie Jr. presented by Middle School Drama Club
March 8 & 9 – Nehemiah Center for Arts & Worship

Spring Auction
April 6 – Pleasant Valley Country Club

Matilda presented by WCS Drama Club
April 25, 26, & 27 – Nehemiah Center for Arts & Worship

Night of Music and Art (NOMA)
May 9 – Nehemiah Center for Arts & Worship

Golf Outing
June 17 – Blackstone National Golf Course

Please visit whitinsvillechristian.org for more information and for our full schedule of events.